Virtual Private Servers
In-House Datacenter
By using the industry's leading Virtualization solution Virtuozzo, we offer top of the line VPS packages for all customer types.
Virtuozzo allows you to have several isolated VPS's (Virtual Private Servers) on one physical server, all with root access. These
VPS's never interact with each other because all system resources are isolated from each other. This means that other customers
CANNOT affect your performance; we back that with a 100% guarantee.

Managed Unix Virtual Private Servers

Managed Windows Virtual Private Servers

Come with a choice of Cpanel or Plesk
software to ease the learning curve for the
inexperienced admin.

Come with a Plesk Control Panel to ease the
learning curve for the inexperienced admin.
We will handle all of your updates,
security patches.

We will handle all of your updates, kernel
patches, recompiling of common components.

Will assist you in the configuration from your
domains to email addresses.

Will also assist you in the configuration from
your domains to email addresses.

GalaxyVisions VPS Offers:
Freedom to install any software and configure your account the way you want it.
Security - In a traditional shared hosting environment, one account can access other's files when not secured properly. It is a well
known fact that people can read other's passwords located in PHP files since they are all running under the web server's privilege,
and gain access to sensitive data.
A VPS account (disk space, memory) is totally isolated from other VPS accounts, because each VPS account is located in its own
"Virtual Environment". Other VPS accounts cannot access your files nor data in the memory. You will have your own copy of
apache, DNS servers, database server, and user accounts. This VPS security model makes it ideal for secure credit card processing in e-commerce applications.
Performance guarantee: GalaxyVisions VPS utilizes virtualization technology that provides outstanding performance to your VPS
account. No matter what other VPSs are doing, your VPS environment will continue to receive guaranteed amount of CPU,
Memory and network resources.
Since your VPS account come with full root access, "you can set up any services, or daemons as you like", such as DNS servers, email
servers, web servers, java servlets, database servers and more. Imagine having a dedicated server now at very affordable price.
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